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ABSTRACT
In the past, evidence indicates that the teaching
of social studies in many places in California has been a
perfunctory, superficial type of instruction,

For example,

early attempts to expose the child to the historical background of California were through a history or geography
book.

In most cases, the usual procedure was to tell the

child to read so many pages and then answer the questions
at the end of the chapter.

The main objective was to cover

the text by the end of the school term and pass an examination over facts with little or no concern for the changed
behavior of children.

Our recent world conflict has in-

dicated that not enough persons were concerned with the
heritage, culture, and human worth of all peoples,

Unless

we can help children at an early age to develop attitudes,
appreciations, understandings, and a concern for their
neighbors, it looks as if we shall always be engaged in
some kind o:f' human conflict.
In our own culture, the modern teacher is concerned
with what happens to boys and girls and sees in each pupil
a pot;ential candidate for the development of a healthy
personality.

The bent possible avenue towards accomplishing
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this goal is througp helping a child understand himself and
tho!Je about him.

Children of today cannot af.ford to go with-

out tl'le type of' instruction that inculcates in their minds
the great networkof interdependence which must bind the
peoples of this modern world together i f they are to survive.
It is the contention of this thesis that not enough
is being done in the field of inter-group relations, especially for and about Spanish-speaking peoples in the California schools.

This paper is an attempt to show that the

study of the Spanish .culture can contribute significantly
to the development of better personalities in the classroom
4/

as well as build better citizens in a)'commun:l.ty •
. !.

Chapter I shows a survey
niques based on documentary

o~·past

ev~aence.

teaching tech-

It serves to intro-

duce the problem and .show the importance of' the study.
Chapter II tells what the modern social studies curriculum
consists of in California in grades IV and VI.

Chapter III

gives evidence of the degree that the Spa>liSh culture is
being preserved through the current practices in the fourth
grade social studies program in Modesto, California,

Chap-

ter IV shows how a typical social studies unit on South
America was taught in the sixth grade in Modesto, California.
Chapter V summarizes the study, draws conclusions, and makes
recommendations for the educational program of boys and girls

iii

in order that they may grow up free from preJudices and
with better human understandings and kinder attitudes
towards the Spanish people.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
As education has progressed through the years there
has always been a need for better procedures in the teaching

of'

children, but never in the history of mankind has

there been a greater or more universal need for the school
to work on the problem of world understanding.

The present

world conflict and general unrest of peoples throughout the
globe has served to challenge the schools to examine their
goals in light of future use,
Children of today cannot afford to go without the
type of instruction that inculcates in

t~eir

minds the

great network of interdependence which must bind the peoples
of this modern world together if they are to survive.
The people of California are becoming increasingly
concerned with this existing need as is evidenced by three
recent conferences on the education of Spanish-speaking
people.

These conferences were sponsored by the California

State Department of Education.

The first was held at Alum.

Rook School District, Santa Clara County, in the fall of
1952.

The second was held on the campus of East Los Angeles

Junior College, Los Angeles, California, on March 6-7, 1953.
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The third was held ?t Lincoln High School in the city of
Stockton, California, in April, 1954.

At these confer-

ences, study groups explored ways by which schools could
utilize the heritage of Mexico and Spain more effectively.
At that time, it was ascertained that Spanish-speaking
children in elementary schools, being prepared to become
worthy citizens in a democratic society, needed among other
things, higher motivation, confidence and security, under•
standing and acceptance,
For the sake of clarity and emphasis, a few of the
salient features of the Los Angeles, California, conference will be presented here.

The findings of this confer-

ence are typical of those of the other two conferences;
they stress the need t'or world understanding.
The conference at Los Angeles was divided into
study groups, each delving into a specific problem in the
education of Spanish-speaking people.

The participants

were selected men and women from the various walks of life
who are concerned either directly or indirectly with the
progress and welfare of the Spanish-speaking people of
California.

Each group had its leader or chairman, and the

findings of each group were later compiled and published by
the California State Department of Education.

l

1Proceedi~s. Conference on the Education of SpanishSpeaking Peopie 1
at Los Angeles Junior College, Los Angeles,
California, {Sacramento: California State Department of
Education), March 7-8, 1953.
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John

w,

Brewer, Senior Deputy Probation Officer of

the Los Angeles, California, Probation Office, and a member
or the discussion group on "The Tasks Ahead", had this to
say about meeting the needs or Spanish-speaking people in
Los Angeles and Orange

Counties~

One of the thingt:~ that pz:•obably is most dis•
couraging to pupils of Spanish descent • , , is
the fj!ct that they don't have suff.icient motivation.
Modern schools have long felt a need for and consequently have stressed motivation as an incentive for
meaningful and permanent learning.

It is apparent that

the schools must further provide incentives that engender
in children the desire to attend school regularly and to
strive for higher achievement.

The classroom teacher must

understand that motivation from the home is often lacking
and that the responsibility for encouraging continued
education is placed upon t.he school •.
Study Group VII, "Economic Problems of the Family",
recommend that teachers and others who work with Spanishspeaking children try to understand their background and
home conditions,

It is necessary to know, for example,

that many times these children come to school under the
handicaps of poor diet, poor housing, poor clothing, and
the unwholesome environment o.t' a blighted neighborhood. 2
2

Ibid., p. 23,
3
Ibid., pp. 56-57.
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Closely related to the need for understanding is
the need for acceptance of the Spanish-speaking child,
Study Group VII very aptly expressed this point by stating
that two cardinal principles that teachers -- everyone, in
fact -- must follow in dealing with Spanish-American children are first. acceptance, and second, belief in self,
The child must be accepted as an American citizen entitled
. to equal opportunities and consideration,

In the promotion

of the quality of belief in self, the teacher must help the
child develop a feeling of pride in his rich Indian, Spanish,
and Mexican heritage.4
The

sar~

feeling tor acceptance of the Spanish-

speaking child was felt by Mr. John Tutak, Director of the
Los Angeles Times Boys' Club.

He maintains that one of the

great needs of the Mexicans in Southern California is for
acceptance, and found out that the difference between youth
here and at Ensenada, Lower California, is that the youngste:t> in Los Angeles is still regarded as a foreigner• by
many people,5

Mr. Tutak 1 a opinion is signifioant if tne difficulty

with which the Spanisn-speaking child finds himself in adapting himself to an American way of life is to be wholly 1.1>'•derstood.
Ibid., p. 15.
5Ibid., p. 16.

5
In this respect, Edward R. Roybal, Councilman, Ninth
District, Los Angeles City Council, said:
I feel that eventually the word "Spanish
hyphen American" should disappear, and that we
who are of Spanish descent will be recognized
and known only as Americans and nothing else. 6
A case in point was the contribution of Arthur D.
Nieblaa, Teacher at the Savanna School, Stanton, California.
He spoke as only one who has known the stigma of the hyphen
between Spanish and American feels:

We happened to have a County Institute at
our school on this same topic. Someone suggested
that we define a term to be used to identify the
Spanish-American children in our school, I said,
"I am an American. I was born here, and I speak
and act jus'c l:l.ke any Americans, but I'm of Mexican origin and I'm proud of that too. I have been
referred to as r~. Nieblas, the Mexican teacher at
the Spanish school. Well, that isn't true because
I'm not a Mexican teacher. I'm an American teacher
teaching 1n an American school. Then I asked them
to please refer to me as Mr. Nieblas and let it go
at that because I have a name and that is what I
should be called. You•ve heard teachers say,
1 Jose, the little Mexican boy~ and l'llaria, the little Mexican girl, ' we suggested • • , that \~e • , •
call the children Americans. "7
The contribution of Mr. Nieblas cannot be taken
lightly if school children of today are going to share the
feeling of belonging,
Ib~d.,

p, 24.

7
Ibid,, p, 25.

6

Mrs. Afton Nance, Consultant in Elementary Education, California State Department of Education, Sacramento,
as a concludine; statement to a summary of the findings of
her group, made this significant quotation:
The last task, and certainly one-of the most
important is to build a culture that brings to all
children the best from all the different peoples _
who make up our State and our country, we saw one
w~ this might be done when we observed the child~
ren of Oriental background dancing on the stage this
evening to commemorate Cali:t·or.!ie.•e t-.eritage from
Mexico and Spain. This heritage belongs to them too,
as well as to the Carmens and Manuela, It is the
heritage or all of us. It is a heritage that we all
want to ~J.aim.tl
An understanding of' the influence or Mexico and
Spain on our way of life today will aid not only the
Spanish-speaking child in becoming a respected member of a
group, but also will greatly enrich the education of the
Anglo~American

the

children~

youth.

The Skillful teacher will draw all

be their descent

English~

German, Chinese,

or Spanish, and endeavor to instill in them the proper attitudes and appreciations that lead to understanding one 1 s
neighbors and the interdependence of all peoples on earth.
The study o.t' the Spanish culture is one avenue in that dir ..
ect:l.on.
The elementary classroom teacher has always been in
the position to play an influential role in guiding the
Ibid., p. 26.
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behavior of the child so that the child is either helped to
become oriented in the group in a constructive manner or he
loses himself within the group.
In trying to find a solution, teachers everywhere

have sought answers to questions such as the following:
What is to become of the

$pan1ah~apeaking

child who, because

of his cultural background, finds himself in "another world"
while in the classroom? Can he be motivated to learn as
much as the other boys and girls in his class? Can his
classmates learn to accept him as one of the group? Can
this child make worthy contributions to the group and to
society? What is

inte~tional

understanding?

It is solely

a phrase to mean high-powered diplomacy?
The need to answer some of these questions requires
a great amount or self-analysis on the part of the teaohe:t>
and a re-eva1uation of his instruction in terms of future
utility.
I•

THE PROBLEM

Statement 2f.. Jill!. problem. It is the contention of
this thesis that not enough is being done in the field of
inter-group relations. el:lcpecially for and about Spanishspeaking peoples in the California schools.

This paper is

an attempt to show that the study of the Spanish culture
can contribute significantly to the development of better

8

personalities,in the classroom, promote better world understanding, and build better citizens in a community.
Importance .9!
of social studies

in

~study.

In the past, the teaching

many places has been a perfunctory,

supexoi'ioial tYP'" of instruction.

As

Ethel s. Ward, General

Supervisor, Shasta Oounty 1 California, so ably expressed it:
Like the man who defined books as placea where
facts are buried with n$at inscriptions on tbeir
tombs, so our social st\itdies teaching has largely
been the memorization of dead facts from the textbooks with little oonsicll.erat:l.on for inculcat:l.ng the
qualities necessary :f'or solving present day civic
problems or those of th$ future.9
Textbooks down throusn the years have:: been the chie:f'
source, if not the only source, of information Which the
majoz•ity of teachers have used in "imparting" knowledge to
their pupils.

For example. early attempts to expose the

child to the h1stor1cal baaksround of Californ:ta were through
a history or geography book.

In most cases. the usual

procedure was to tell the child ·to r·ead so many pages and
then answer the quE!stions at the end of the chapter.

The

role that the textbook played in the traditional school
"Proceedings of the 1932 Annual Convention of County,
City, and District Superintendents of Schools and Annual
De~art~
Conference of Rw:'al Supervisors,"
!lent of Education Bulletin,
2 ,
Nov, 15, 1932) pp. 212-213.
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was expressed by waterman, et al, in this manner:
The textboolt assumed a prominence in the
traditional school second in importance only to
the teacher. In many instances the textbook has
represented nearly the entire content of the
educational program, has been used as a course
of study, or in lieu of a course of study, and
has determined to a large extent; the nature of'
the teaching method .ro
.
In this type of instruction, the main objective was
to cover the text by the end of the school term and pass an
examination over facts with little or no concern for the
changed behavior of

children~

This is the same type of' instruction that was used
a half centtu:'Y ago according to

~njamin

Fine, Education

Editor of' the New York Times:
Fifty years ago education was based on the
authoritarian principle of "teacher knows best".
Individual differences were neglected. The sub•
ject was the most important aspect of the class~
room -· and the child the last important. If a
child could not keep up with h1s classmates, it
was just too bad for the Child. No one bothered
to find out whether the Child was ready to read,
whether the youngster had any physical or special
emotional problems.ll
These are but three illustrations which indicate the
existence of a real need for research in the field

ot'

per~

iOCalif'ornia State Curriculum Commission, Teachers 1
Guide to Child Development in the Intermediate GradEis.
(saoraiiie"nto: Ca!Il'ornia stiite"'"15epartment or Education, 1936),
p. 48.
.
.
ll:eenjamin Fine, "John Dewey's Great Influence On
The Schools o:t: America Weigb.td By Leading Educators". New
~Times, June 8, 1952.
-
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sonality building in a balanced relation to tne subject
matter of the curriculum. Fu:..•ther, there is a need for the
schools of the future to work toward a better program of
sucial usefulness both in terms of the individual and his
place in a social group.
OUr recent world conflict has indicated that not
enough persons were concerned with the heritage, culture,
and human worth of all peoples.

Unless we can help child-

ren at an early age to develop attitudes, appreciations,
understandings 1 and a concern for• their neighbors 1 it looks
as if we shall always be engaged in some kind of human
conflict.
U.

Culture.

DEFIN!'l'IONS OF TERMS USED

Culture as dealt with in this paper is not

concerned with the anthropologist's historioa.l approach to
social behavior.

Rathel:'. it is used here to refer to the

fundamental attitudes, the customs and behavior of peoples
as they emerge from the integration of a race of people and
their contribution to society in the way of language, government,

religion~

and art.

architecture, science, literature, masic,

It concerns the behavior patterns of people re-

flected by customs and mores and now these 'behavior patterns
affect other cultures·.

ll

Lovelle Downing, Intermediate Coordinator in the
Modesto Schools, Modesto,

California~

expressed the modern

concept of' motivation in the following manner:
There was a time when "to motivate" meant
something one applied as a seasoning, so to apeak,
to make palatable the regular diet of subject matter.
The games that were played to teach the basic vocabulary or number combinations, the sand table that was
dressed up to interpret the culture of Japan and other
trumped-up devices that were used to get subject matter across were known as ways of motivating the lesson.
More recently, however., theve has been an almost
right.-about face in point of view.. Children's motives
or purposes have come to be thought of as points of
departure, To utilize children•s interests gives
vitality and meaning to the experience.l2
There are many facets to this interpretation,

These

will be discussed in Chapters III and IV.
Unit of work.

Hockett and Jacobsen defined a unit

~--

of work thus:
The term unit or work 1~ used to de~ignate the
various experiences and activities that gro11: out of,
center :l.n, and contribute to a chosen theme.. In this
sense it is a broader and more inclusive term than
~ or unit of sub ect matter, both of which connote
~tudy"'rtextboo
nrorma'Hon. A unit of work neccessarily involves the use of textbooks, but it involves
also activities and experiences as thought
questioning, problem-solving, and the collection and organization or pertinent informationJ it even may include
construction work 1 dramatic representation, and pictorial
or musical interpretation.l3

•

l3John A. Hockett and E. w. Jacobsen, Modern Practices
In The Elementary School, (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1943)

p.

64.
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World understanding. The tem "world understanding"
as used in this paper connotes more than a phrase meaning
governmental diplomacy among nations.

Rather, as used here,

the term has more to do with understanding behavior patterns
of people, not only in school, but at home, in the community,
and in lands abroad. with the firm conviction that only by ·
a conscientious and humanitarian endeavor on the part of each
and every one to learn more of the cultural behavior of their
neighbors, can better international understanding be accomplished and lasting peace be achieved in a world at strife.
The chapter immediately following gives the state
recommended social studies program tor grades IV and VI and
tells how our heritage of the culture of Mexico and Spain
can contribute significantly to change the behavior of children favorably in understanding one another.

Chapter III

gives evidence of the degree that the Spanish culture is
being preserved through the current practicEHil in the fourth
grade social studies program in Modesto, California.

Chap-

ter IV snows how a typical social studies unit on South
America was taught in the sixth grade in Modesto, California.
Chapter V summarizes the study 1 draws conclusions, and makes
recommendations for the educational program of boys and girls
in order. that they may grow up free from preJudices and with
better human understandings and kinder attitudes towards the
Spanish people.

CHAPTER II

THE CULTURE OF MEXICO AND SPAIN IN THE RECOMMENDED
SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM FOR GRADES IV AND VI

'l'wo phases or the social studies program in California elementary schools are directly concerned with the enrichment or the lives of American children by their appreciation of the heritage from Mexico and Spain.
the Spanish culture in

Oalif~rnia

The study of

elementary schools is reo-

o:mmEmded for the curriculunm of the fourth and sixth grades.
It is in the fourth grade that the Spanish culture
has its first real opportunity to contribute to the social
studies program of California.

Here the State Department of

Education Curriculum Commission recommends California and
Mexico as the subject matter content for social studies in
grade four.

The particular subject matter content selected

is Early California and Contemporaneous Mexican Life .1 However, in all the elementary s(lhools that the writer is particularly familiar
l

with~

the whole or the fourth grade social

"The Social Studies Program For the Public Schools
of California¥$ Bulletin o:!.' the California State Department
of Education. (Sacramento: California State Department of
Education, Vol. XVII, No. 4, August, 1948, p. 15).
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studies program is given over to a study of California,. both
early and modern..

In these schools the study of Mexico is

left to the siXth grade.
The second maJor phase of the study of the contributions of Mexico and Spain to American culture is 1n the
sixth grade. 2 Here the California state Curriculum Com~
mission recommends the Western Hemisphere and Pacific Area,
emphasizing the functions of transportation and communication
as integrating factors, as the subJect matter content for the
soaial studies in the siXth grade.
matteX> seleoted is (l) Discovery,

The particular subJect
oolon1zat;J.on~

and settle-

ment, (2) Chief geographic features, economic resources. and
occupations of people. (3) Communicat1on, emphasizing a better understanding of cultural relationships.
The above two phases of the social studies program
in grades four and six will receive greater emphasis in
Chapters III and IV respectively.
The important part that language plays in communica-

tion will be considered here inasmuch as language is an integral part of the social studies program.

Again Chapters III

and IV will give concrete evidence of its importance in understanding the cultures of Mexico and Spain.

Dr. Earl James McGrath, United States Commissioner
Ib1du p. 18

•
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on Education, :tn an address "Language Study and World Affairs"
given in May#

195~,

before the annual meeting of the Central

States Modern Language Teachers Association in St. Louis,
Missouri, said:

The United States is, whetber we like it or not,
in a position of' world leade~ship. lf it is to discha:t'ge its obligations wisely and \~ell~ our citizens
must unde~tand other ~eoples and other culture.s. To
gain such Lmderatand:tng, many Amedcans must command
a knowledge of one or more foreign languages. If'
children are to acquire language skills, our school
system must provide opportunity beginning in the
early grades for many Children to study other tongues.3
Already school systems throughout the United States
are placing more and more

e~hasis

on foreign language in-

struction in the elementary school.
Introducing the child to the study of the language
and cUlture of' a foreign country gives the child in his early
years the realization that the world is greater than his
immediate community, and he begins to foster a feeling for
world understanding,
The primacy source of communication is language. .It
is a means of understanding the way of lite or other peoples.
Realizing how other people feel and think belps us to understand not only ourselves

better~

but also other peoples of

other lands and the extent that interdependence plays in
uniting all the peoples of the earth together .•
3Marjorie c. Johnston, "Report of the Conference on
the Role of Foreign La'.rlguages in American Sebools," His~ania.
Baltimore~ Marylandt Vol. XXXV:I 1 No. 2, May, 1953, p. (J'f,
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Professor Hayward Kenniston expressed the opinion
of a group of curriculum workers on the basis for foreign
language study in the elementary school in the following
'l'he chief purpose of ineluding the study of
a foreign language in tne program of the elementary
school .is that of enriching and vivifying the child·
ren's understanding of and sympathy for a foreign
people • 'l'he mastery of a language is not a primary
objective of tne.program. It should be. an emotional
experience in whioh one would sense rather than understand. Including language may make more vivid, more
colorful, another culture and may stimulate the
learner to further stuoy. 4
It is not the purpose of this chapter to delve into
the problema involved in setting up a curriculum for instruction of a foreign language in the elementary school. 'l'he
writer wishes merely to point out that schools are cognizant
of the fact that a study of a foreign language is a great
contributing :!.'actor to undex>a.tanding the culture of other
nations. The study of Spanish either directly or indl').Ctive;Ly
would fit in exceedingly well into the social studies program.
Evidence will be presented t'urther in Chapters III

4

Ibid., p. 209

pr. i

:·r.

CHAPTER III
EVlDENCE OF THE DEGREE 'l'HAT THE SPANISH CULTURE
IS BEING PRESERVED THROUGH THE CURRENT PRACTICES
IN

~

FOURTH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM IN
MODEST0 1 CALIFORNIA

It is in the fourth grade that the Spanish culture
has its first concrete opportunity to contribute to the
social studies program of California, Here the State
Curriculum Commission recommends California and

Me~ico

as

the subject matter content for social studies in grade four,
The particular subJect matter content selected is Early
California and Contemporaneous Mexican Life,l
The study of California as it is conducted in t)'l.e
Modesto City Schools is diVided into five large areas of
exper.ience. They a:t'e (:):) Orientation and

overvie~t;

Li:f'& in

California Before Man; and The California Indians.

(II}

Diseoveey and Exploration.

Mi~;~sion

Period.

(III) Rancho P¢riod and

(IV) Gold Rush PeriOd.j California Becomes a State,

California State Curriculum Commission, "The Social
Studies Program for the Public Schools of California."
California State Department of Eduoat:).on Bulletin, Vol. 17~
No. 4~ August 1 1948.
-
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and (V) Modern California.
The first area of experience deals with the topography of the land and the ways of life of the Indians before
the white man came to Cal:tfor.•n:ta.

This chapter will be more

concerned with the second, third and fourth general areas o.f
experience outlined above since they are more directly concerned with the contributiol!'l of the Spanish culture to the
social studies program in Cati:tfornia elementary schools,
The area on discove:t'1 and exploration has always
been a fascinating study for ohildren of fourth grade level,
As this period is tull of adventttre, visual aida such as
mapa, travel routes, and pictures and models of ships ax>e
very popular with fourth grade 1earne1•s in the study of the
New World expansion and the settlement or Mexico and Calii'orn:l.a. The world map .. the globe, and the stories of the
search for a sho:r't route to the Ori.ent for spices, perfumes,
and silks readily stii' the imagination of children.

They

love to project maps with the various routesfrom south to
north and the Orient thereby gaining a better concept of distances and the ind:l.spensible part that transportation plays
in world commerce.
Seginn:l.ng with Chr:l.stopner Columbus '\'tho sailed to
the New World under the patronage of Spain, there is a steady
stream of great, or kind, or cruel adventurers from Spain to
Mexico, and thence to California.

However, men like Columbus

19
and Cortes have only an indirect influence on the history of
California, whereas men like Cab:t'illo, Ferrelo, Cel:'lllehho,
f

t

•

'

Visoa.ino, Portola, Galvez, and Father Junipero Serra we:ve
founders and .builders of California.
Thua it 16 that through the study of these early
explorers, the fou:t·i<h

gr~ders

learn that California was

once a proud part of the Spanish domain, a part wnioh has
left its influence in the California of today.
Equally as fascinating if not more are the Rancho
Period and the Mission Pel'iod,

Father Serra was a com-

munity builder and under his guidance and that of another
great mission padre, Palou, twenty-one missions were established bl;'ltween San Diego and Sonoma.
shaw places today.

These missions are

Some stand in their original form,

others in ruins, and others have been rebuilt.

The~

are

the symbols of the Christianizing of California, changing
nat only the Indians from pagans, but changing the land
itself to a productive and progressive regime, no longer to
be isolated from the expanding world.
An

exchange 01' ini'Ol:'lllation developed between the

Spanish and the natives affecting both greatly.

The earreta,

the metate, the mano, sickles, the olive press, and other
aids to easier living tilled the :Indians with wonder and
filled tl'le Spanish warehouses with food.

The Indians soon

put the newly acquired information into use by developing
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the seeds, plants, and trees brought from Spain and Mexico to
California.

Orchards and vineyards were planted then so sue ..

eesafully that now the great valleys of California contribute
greatly to the world•s supply of oranges> lemons, olives,
figs~

and grapes.
Because the Spanish loved to live well and abundantly,

they made the new lend, Califor-nia, produce the answers to
their wants.

Today thousands of Californians benefit greatly

commercially from this early p:l.oneer love for abundance of
agricultural products.

Many

ot' these fruits are sold and

shipped fresh to world markets while others are processed
1n various ways and sold to world markets at all times of' the

year.
Fourth graders become more appreciative of the contribution of Spanish culture when they

lea~n

that the abundance

of edibles at their dinner table come from

thei~

California 1 and were made possible, to a great
t~ansm:l.ss:l.on

of

ag~ioultural

own state of

degree~

by the

knowledge to the Indians by the

early Spanish padres,
Another visual contribution of the Spanish aulture to
Oaliforn1a are the "Monterey" and the "Mission" styles of
architecture • These are well known

th~oughout

public buildings and private homes alike.

Cal1for·nia in

The mission padres

taught the Indian.s how to miX mud clay with straw to make
adobe briaks.

With these they build missions and

ea~ly
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California homes.

Today, rancho type architecture is popu-

lar throughout the southwest, and adobe bricks are made in
practically the same way as they were by the California
Indians.

The word rancho has permeated the West, almost

-

replaced the word farm.
The Spanish "patio" construction of present day,
modern homes is not merely a style but a way of life in
California.

This developed from the early California ranch

homes which were long, low houses built around a court yard
or patio.

The so-called "patio living", particularly de-

picted in magazines such as "Sunset", "Holiday", and "Life",
has become an integral part of style and construction in
California.
Fourth graders soon become aware that terms such as
rancho, patio, Monterey and Mission styles are definite
contributions or Spanish culture that help enrich their waif
of life,
The contributions of Mexico and Spain to the art,
music, and literature of California is a beautiful account
in itself.

The early Californians were a hard working

people but they had time for relaxation and any special
event was cause for a fiesta or party.

No one worked on

fiesta days, Which began with church services and special
music and continued with more music, dancing, and feasting.
Always there was music throughout the day.

Nea..:'l,:r everyone
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played an instrument -- a guitar or violin or flute,

These

Spanish Californians sang well and many of their songs are
sung today.

Children in California schools sing many of

the early California songs in the original Spanish.

The

more popular ones are "Amapola", "El Rancho Grande" and
"Cielito Lindo",
Fiesta days usually ended with dancing consisting
mainly of gay, fast, folk dances such as the tango and fandango.

These beautiful :folk dances expressed the gaity and

light heartednesa of a happy people,
Poeple of' today marvel with ecstasy at Spanish
painting in libraries and museums andejoy reproductions
of' famous Spaniehart in

thei~

own homes.

Boys and girls enjoy reading books about Spanish
children and California schools provide a source of these
books for ready enjoyment,

Typical books found in a fourth

grade classroom as supplementary reading and resource
material are "The ':rhree Golden Oranges", "Padre Parko",
"Tales of a Basque Grandmother", and "Picture Tales From
Spain".

A more extensive list is found in the Bibliography.
The language of Spain has left a permanent impres-

sion in California communities.

Some Spanish towns, later

California cities, like San Diego, San Gabriel, Los Angeles,
San Jose, Santa Barbara, Monterey, San Luis Obispo, and
san Francisco, have kept their Spanish name and have grown
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into well-known California cities.

Relics, buildings,

missions are still to be found there which have come from
the early Spanish Rancho period.
The Gold Rush was a veritable springboard for the
California country to plunge into statehood.

With the

sleepy rancheros of 1848 being rudely awakened by the
Gold Rush of

1

49 came an unhappy period of strife and dis-

trust in the Spanish law and with the Spanish settlers,
The rebellious new arrivals were American citizens
who met at Colton Hall in Monterey late in 1849 to draw up
a Constitution.

They applied for and received statehood with-

in a year (September 9, .1850).
This necessary and positive act shook off the
Spanish political bonds and left a peaceful, happy social
acceptance of Spanish culture and influence which mark
modern life in California pl!l:lasantly and colorfully.
The Spanish influences on AmerieanLliving in California are so many and CQmmon plene that many or the Spanish
words are a definite part of a Californian's vocabulary.
:t'ew or the more popular terms are
huaraches

adobe

madre

presidio

senora

alcalde

mano

pueblo

senorita sarape

carreta

manzanita vaquero

patio

riata

rancho

· hacienda
pueblo

sombrero
padre

Popular names, now well-known names of cities,

A

missions and streets, are
San Bernardino

San Fernando

San Franoisoo

San Blas

San Diego

Santa Catalina

San Jose

Santa Clara

San Carlos

San Pedro

San Gabriel

Santa Monica

and El Camino Real

CHAPTER IV
VALUES DERIVED FROM THE STUDY OF THE SPANISH CULTURE
IN THE SIXTH GRADE CLASSES IN

MODESTO~

CALIFORNIA

The program in the sixth grade in the Modesto City
Schools is consistent with the State Curriculum Commission's
recommendation for social studies on that grade level,

The

Commission recommends the Western Hemisphere and Pacific
Area, emphasising the funeti¢ns of transportation and communication as integrating factors, as the subJect matter
content for the social studies in the sixth grade. 1
The structure of the related social studies and
science learnings developed at grade six generally fall in
ten large areas of experience. They are (l) Orientation,
beginning with the study of aviation, world news, map study;

(2) Mexico; (3) Central America; (4) South America; (5) The
West Indies; (6) Canada; (7) Alaska; (8) Islands of the
Pacific; (9) Beyond the Pacific; and (10) A summary of world
understanding.
l

California State Curriculum Cornmission, "The Social
Studies Program for the Public Schools of California."
California State Department of Education Bulletin, Vol. 17,
No. 4, August, 1948; P• 18. -
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The first consideration before undertaking a given
area of experience is to bear in mind the growth characteristics of the age level of sixth grade children,

Boys and

gids in the sixth grade are intensely !nt;erested not only
in the people and things which make up thei:r• world 1 but
the way things in their world work.

in

They are curious about

the way in which science afteets man's living and the ways
man has used science to utilize, control, and improve his
environment.

The experiences in grade siX help boys and

girls to satisfy their interests and to extend their environmenta to include areas of settlement and ways of living outside the United
south.

States~

particularly o,r neighbors to the

Children at this age level are interested in the

latest scientific developments in communication and transportation and how these media bring all peoples of the world
closer together.
Utilizing these basic desires and drives as points
of departure, the teacher ascertains the kind of program
that the children need.
There are certain basic social functions common to
all people.
Part

OL

All the peoples of the world need to communicate.

our basic differences arise from our laok ot: a oom-

mon understanding.

Better oommuniaa.tion is a requisite of

better understanding.

The study of language within tlle

context of a culture as a whole is one of the most effective
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means of understanding the ways of life of a people, since
language :.ts the system by which other aspects ot' a total
culture are reflected and transmitted.
Children of this age level are eager to learn a few
of the Spanish words common in the vooabularr of a unit on
Latin American.

Spanish words such a llama (yama) appeal

to them because they see that the double !i (LL) has a "Y"
sound in Spanish and1 therefore, has a different phonetic
sound than the same combination of letters has in their
English vocabulary.

A few of the key words using this com-

bination of letters found in the vocabulary of Latin America
are
llama (yama ) Tortilla ( tolr'tiya)

caballo ( oabayo)

Children can be encouraged to become more and more
conscious of the importance of at least learning the rudimentary phraseology of the language of our neighbors to the
south.

When pupils realize, for instance

that boys and

girls of their age level in most countries in Latin America
must take two years of English because they live close to
us, the children feel that it is a wise thing for them to
learn to communicate in Spanish so thctt tney may better
understand their Spanish-speaking neighbors.
Another basic social function common to all people
is that all peoples of the world have need :t'or t:!'ansportat1on.
Accessibility to modern means is helping to bring us closer
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together.

The countries o:f.' South America produce many

goods we need and are customers :f.'or man,y goods as well.
The United States and Latin America both need this trade,
Because of this :ract, Latin Americans are anxious in developing modem and better means of transportation,

Use

of the llama and burro and even human beings to carry heavy
loads on their backs is still common in Latin America 1 and
will continue :f.'or many years because o:f.' the topography and
physical features of the land.

South Americap in particular,

has man,y mountain and water barriers that slow the transportation of goods from one community to another.

This is the

reason that Latin Americans are eagerly looking toward the
airplane as a faster

and~

in the long run 1 a less expensive

means of transportation and travel,
All peoples of the world

va~

in the degree of educa-

tional and Scientific enlightenment Which iS the baSiS for
understanding the need for conservation and human and natural
resources,

The importance of this basic concept is not to

be ignored since conservation of soil for continued production and fertility is as important in Latin America as :tn
the United States and the world over.
All peoples of the world strive for the satisfaction
of spiritual impulses.

The church of Spain is the Catholic

churchp and it is natural that its Western possessicn, Latin
America 1 should inherit the same faith.

For many years only
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the Catholic church was permitted in Latin America.

Now

other religious denominations are permitted in the land,
and people are free to worship as they please.

This basic

principle strengthens the concept of brotherhood among man
regardless of race, color or creed.
All peoples of the world express themselves
asthetically through art, lilUsic and dance.
of universal language.
love of music.

l'llusic is a kind

Spanish people are known for their

The rhythmic accompaniment of such musical

instruments as the guitar, mandolin, maracas, marimba. cas·
tanets and tamborines is enjoyed all over the world and is
concrete evidence

of

the spreading o,· the Spanish culture·

to all man.
All the peoples of .the world need a good form of
government.

When Spain's possessions in the western hemi-

sphere could no longer tolerate the authoritarian rule of
a monarchy, the desire for a democratic form of government
was readily satisfied.

The smoothly working pattern of the

democratic torm of government in the United States was eagerly
sought by freedom loving people.

Latin Ameriea•s desire for,

and ultimate adoption of a democratic torm of government
furthers the inspiration of sixth grade Children to become
ardent supporters of their government.
All peoples of the world are more alike than they
are different.

The drives for the satisfaction of personal
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wants may follow varied channels, but these are only means
to the same end.

The color of the skin may not be the same

from one neighboring country to another; the language may
sound differently 1 and the religious beliefs may find satisfaction in varied faiths, but man as an anthropological
human being is still the same.
basi~

As a human being he has

social functions common to other men.

No longer is

the world one Where geographic barriers divide cultures.
Modern means of communication and transportation literally
are making this world a shrinking world where men, althOugh
finding themselves thousands of miles apart, are in effect
next door neighbors.
~

Value g! the Unit APJ?roach

~

!! Learning

Experience !!!. Social Studies.. More specifically, the way
that the basic concepts are developed in the study of Latin
America will be presented in the following pages.

It is

not the purpose of this chapter to delve into the whole
aspect o£' the instruction in the sixth grade social studies
program as recommended by the State Curriculum Commission.
For the sake of llllnpha$is and clarity, only one part of' the
recommended program will be considered here •• tbe study or
our South American neighbors.

This phase of' the program

lends itself' more f'lexibly to the fundamental purpose of'
this atudy 1 that is to say, "How the Spanish Culture can
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Contribute More Significantly to the Social Studies Program
in California".
Hockett says that
Children do learn continually from the teacher,
but they also learn from one another and from their
own experiences. Today we know that learning results
from the constant interaction of the individual with
the human and other elements and forces in his environment. Learning is an active process in which the individual alone or in cooperation with others, sets up
purposes and strives actively to achieve them.2
and Professor Hockett goes on to say that
Through the development of units of work,proJects, and other purposeful experiences, children
are encouraged to see various undertakings through
from beginning to end. Conditions are provided
Which stimulate the wholehearted concentration of
attention and effort in the pursuit of' goals which
have been accepted as challenging and worthwhile
by the whole group.3
.
Setting 1;he Stage .f.'o:y !. !!!lll gt Work.

A pe:r-iod of

orientation must precede the launching Of a unit, · Before a
series or experienoes can develop from a common center or
interest, the teacher must learn the pupil's interests and
must help them become articulate.

He must know their needs

and capacities as well as their interests, ror a desirable
unit offers each child opportunities tor growth.
John A. Hookett and E. W. Jacobsen,,

!!:!. 'l'he Elementatt School, Boston: Ginn and c
p.

w.

3
Ibid,, P• 14 •

-

~~~

Practices
• 1§1¥3•
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The teacher seta the stage i'o1:- the period or
orientation.
One way of doing this is by providing a variety of
materials to challenge the children•s interest and exploratory tendencies,

For a unit on South America these may be

pictures of interesting scenery of that oont1nent; figurines or South Amer1oan people; commercial or store-bought
musical instruments such as

maracas~

guitars,

castanets~

and the like; articles of wearing apparel such as huaraches,
Colombian "Panama" hats. "bolas" and "reatas" used by the
Gauchos of Argentina; and ohiua poblana Skirts and blouses
worn by women during festivals in most South American communities.

ln addition, there may be maps and globes to

reveal the proximity of South Amer1ca to the Un1ted States.
There

may~

be a oommercial coffee or cocoa. exhibit,

A rub-

ber eXhibit may show how that product is olosely oonneoted
with the advanoement or civilization.

These and other

articles may be obtained from most south American Embassies
or from business establishments dealing with the importation
of Latin American products,

Commercial articles for moti-

vation purposes are preferred so that the children may later
on in the activity part of the unit study, wish to make
replicas for their own if the objects are related to the
solving of the pro·blem in which their committee is engaged.
Pictures,.books, newspaper clippings, and charta and graphs
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may lead to the revelation of definite interests.
Launcnieg

~~·

When the children enter the

room, they come into a South American environment.
teacher and the pupils explore the room together.

The
An oppor-

tunity is given each child to examine the articles and to
use them and react to them, ·The teacher :Ls partioularly
concerned with studying reactions and discerning the

strong~

eat and most persistent interests.
Usually the period of orientation provides the
approach to a unit in addition to serving as a motivating
!'actor. Most authorities agree that the problem solv:Lng
approach to a unit study is teaching at a high level, and
the writer bas found th:Ls techn:Lque most successful.
It is the major concern of this part of the thesis
to show the process of Unit teaching so that the reader may
become aware of how a unit or work :Ls carried through,
The f.'irst

~·

The firlilt day may be one of discus-

sion and planning between the teacher and the pupils. This
is consistent with the philosopby that the d:Laoussion period
is one of the most vital parts of the problem solving approach
to a unit study. This technique serves many purposes.
used for planning-the work of the
day's

~tork,

unit~

It is

for planning each

and for solving problems and clarifying ideas.

The teacher might start the discussion

by

making a

statement of this nature:

"Today we \till think together

and list all the things that you know or want to know about
South America,"
children's

This step 11erves to further arouse the

curiosity~

to st:Unulate them. to th:J.nk, and to

au:rvtily their minds. Every contribution, regardless of how
trivial it may seem.1 is written on the blackboard and left
there for reference the following day.
~second ~·

tially a language lesson.

The second day's lesson is essenThe refining process begins at

this stage. The most important questions asked the .previous
day and listed on the blackboard, are screened and things of
a kind are put together and organized around major problems.
Ideas are analyzed to see if the significant areas have been
covered.

If not, the teacher will proJect other ideas,

leaving the way open to add other questions or problems as
the study moves forward.
From the children's general thinking. the following
questions are typical of those that may have been organized
into maJor problems or big ideas. The key words written
below each main idea are included to help children organize
information as well as help them see the breadth and scope
o£ the problems to be solved.

Obviously, there are many,

many more that may be added as the study moves forward,
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WHAT WE WANT TO KNOW ABOUT SOUTH AMERICA

(:Big Ideas)
l.

WHY ARE WE IN 'l'HE UNITED STATES INTERESTED IN SOUTH
AMERICA?

Key words:

interdependence, world trade, vast
resources,

machine~,

exports, imports,

commerce.
2•

HOW DO PEOPLE OF SOUTH ANJERICA PROVIDE FOR THEIR :BASIC
NECESSITIES?

Key words:

food, homes, kind and source, modern,
primitive, clothing, style.

3.

WHAT HISTORICA:t.. EVENTS HAVE MADE SOUTH AMERICA FAMOUS?

Key words:

Incas, Aztecs, conquistadores, revolt,
flags,

!~.

WHY IS TRANSPORTATION SO IMPORTANT IN SOUTH AMERICA?

Key wo!'ds:

barrier. shrinking world, llama, PanAmerican Highway, oxcart, "Roller
Coastev" railvoads.

5.

WHAT DO 'l'HE PEOPLE OF SOUTH AMERICA DO FOR RECREATION?

Key words:

sports, dancing, rhytnms, hobbies,

'

singing, crafts, handwork, art carving,
weaving, fiestas, bull fighting.

6. WHAT TYPE OF RELIGION AND EDUCATION DO ALL CHILDREN IN
SOUTH AM!RICA RECEIVE?

HOW DO THEY CARE FOR THE CHILDREN•S

HEALTH?

Key words:
7,

feast days, fiestas, Catholic.

HOW DO THE PEOPLE

Key words:
8 • WHAT ARE 'l'HE

COMMUNICATE?

language, stamps, radio, newspapers.

NATURAL

Key words:

RESOURCES

OF SOUTii

AMERICA?

soil, forests, minerals, precious
gems, petroleum, rubber, crops,
animal and plant l:L:t.'e.

9,

WHAT ARE 'rHE PEOPLE OF SOUTH

Key words:

AMERICA LIKE?

natives, Indians, mestizos, s;auoho,
Europeans, Spaniards, Negroes, melting
pot.

10.

WHAT TYPE OF GOVERNMENT IS FOUND

Key words:

IN

SOUTH

AMERICA?

president., constitution, independent.

These questions are posted in big printed. !'orm as a
reference for departure.
~he

third day,

A discussion of how and where to

gather in!'ormation is held the third day.

This lesson is

very important because knowing where to get information and
bow to organize it is an important phase of the problem
solving approach•

The teacher, at the blackboard, will

list all the sources that the children oan th:l.nk of that
will lead them to find the answers to the maJor problems
set up the second day.

This phase may be called a sho;l:>t
\
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"talking out" session on ways to gather inf'o:mna.tion.

The

youngsters as a rule will eagerly suggest sources such as
textbooks, reference books, tncyolopedias, world almanacs,
magazines.. maps. charts and the like.
A second phase oi' this lesson may be called a browsing period.

Here the children ha'lte an opportunity to

explore, to browse and to scan the materials available in
the classroom and classify the materials under appropriate
captions.

This type of activity is very important because

it will provide the boys .and· girls with an opportunity to
help make the bibliography that Will be used in the study,
~fourth

qay.

On the fourth day., committees are

organized. The children were dismissed the previous day
with this assignment:

"Tomorrow we are going to organize

committees. Think through the committee you would like to
be

on~"

The response is usually one of gveat enthusiasm

and anticipation.
The teacher will prepare himself with typed copies
of the problems or big ideas.

Each Child will receive one

for reference as well as for his portfolio or folder.

The

big chart prepared the previous day may be used just as
wen.

After a short "selling" period, the teacher will list

the problems or big ideas on the board by major key words
such as recreation, transportation$ government, and such.
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In so far as possible, children are given their
first or second choice of serving on a committee.

When

five children have s.l.gned. up 1 membership is closed.

Usually

four or five children are enougn for one committee; too many
on one proJect are unwieldy.
Once gathered togethEL, the pupils in a committee
select their group .chairman, and together. they outline
their work:, gather materials, and rormu1ate questions and
share ideas.
is readily

The teacher visits with each committee and

availab~e

for consultation and gUidance,

From

here on unti.l the. completion or the unit study, the class
works either in small groups or all together.
~fifth

day.

On this.day the children gather

to~

gather for a talking out session on things to do and ways to
share.

The teacher serves a:!l a scribe by listing on the

blackboard all of the ideas they present.

Tone following

list of "How Do You Express Ideas" 111aa taken rrom an

Audio~

Visual Meeting at the CurriCUlUlll Rool}l or the Modesto City
Schools on March, 1953:
Write
•

Stor~tes

Modal with clay or paper

Write Letters

Prepare and label ar. exhibit

Tell StoritUI

Do table model or diorama

Engage in discussion

Develop a newspaper

Dramatize an incident

Make a mural or frieze

Keep a diary

Do experiments
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Create and enjoy poetry

Make a tape recording

Make a puppet show

Make many types of maps

Make a movie or TV show

Engage in choral speaking

This list of ways to share ideas is posted on a
chart tor future reference,

Each committee chases the one

they wish to develop and shq.re.
The wise teacher wlll provide at an early stage of
the study an opportunity for the children to set standards
i'or work:l.ng together.
When a committee is ready to report, it signs up
for a pex-iod of presentation.

A committee gx-oup may share

ita findings even before the other groups are ready to
report.

Once a group has made ita presentation, the

r~mbers

may elect to work with anothex· group or together may wish to
work on a related problem.
When each committee has solved ita problem and has
shared ita i'inchngs with the rest of the class, plans may
be started for a culminating activity,

This may take form

in various ways, one or Which may be a dramatic play, a
Spanish dinner, a puppet show. or the like.
A favorite culminating activity is a TV show,

In

this type or activity the children spend long hours or preparation ln drawing scenes depicting parts or events of
South America f:ollO\'ted by a verbal description o!' those
scenes.

L~o

A "television set" is carved out of a cardboard box
and a large strip of butcher paper rolled into two spools in
the fashion of a huge scroll, is slowly turned on the screen
as the armounoer relates the stores behind the scenes.

The

pictures l>.t'e representative of the answevs to the major problems or big ideas that the children worlced on during the
progress of the unit.
South American music» gay and beautiful, may be appropriately utilized in a culminating activity.

The children

enjoy singing the Spanish songs they have learned as part of
their learning s:i.tuation and their hand-nmde Sottth American
musical instruments afford a colorful and delightful source
of accompaniment..

A group of children may even dance two or

three of the more popular r.a.tin American folk dances.
An accompanying activity to enhance the sharing of
ideas and information may be had in the form of a round table
discussion by a group of youngsters representing each committee,

A culminat:tng activity of this nature not only

imparts meaningful information, but is a good way to evaluate
the work of the unit.
Once more the principle of good neighborliness is
brought into focus and the fact that an enlightened, understanding people make for a united, peace loving people.
Children learn that peoples all over the world are more alike
than they are different.
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Following is an account of a classroom situation
which sheds li$ht on the purposes and contributions of an
actiVity-type program,
This group experie.noo was not written as a unit of
work nor a case study, but was written merely to show how
interest influenoeq. learning through a doing and sharing
experience.

AN ACTIVITY EXPERIENCE IN SPANISH
CULTURE BECOMES AN INCENTIVE TO

LEARNING
Maria Salazar, an overdeveloped girl for a child of
twelve years, transferred to Washington School in Modesto,
California, early in the fall of 1952.

Het'l'eeords from an

out of state school revealed that Maria was a moody girl
who resented going'to school and, consequently, was doing
below average work.
At that time the class was working on a unit in
South America in social stud.ies.

As a manual activity to

stimulate interest and to fulfill the desire of the

ehild~

ren to make things Spanish, the boys and girls were engaged
in some kind of project on South
I '

Ame~ica,

A group of boys

was making a paper and paste model of a volcano, another
was making a frieze of a South

Ame~ica

fiesta; a mixed group

of boys and girls was busy making musical instruments used

1n that continent. and still another group was enthusiastically knitting Latin America shawls or embroidering skirts and
blouses.
"I didn 1 t know you could make these nice things in
school,"· was Ma.r.:f.a 1 s expression as she saw the children
busily at

WOl'k•

"I knitted a rebozo last summer when I spent

a month visiting my grandmother in Chihuahua."
Maria was encouraged to bring her rebozo to school
and show it to the class.

The spreading smile in her face

showed clearly that she was pleased.
The following day, Maria not only brought her beautiful shawl but a so brought two yax•ds of Ul'lbleached muslin to
make an embroidered table cloth in school.
Extremely nimble with her• hands, Mar:!a gradually had
one. then two, then a small group of her new classmates watching her needle and thread form beautiful and intricate designs on her table cloth.

It

W!/I.S

apparent that the las·t thing

in Maria' 6 mind was any thought that ah.;; might be a "misfit"
among the Anglo-Saxon children.

She talked enthusiastically

to the other children and was ever willing and eager to ShO\IT
others the finer points of needle work.
As the days progressed and the children completed
their

projects~

someone asked whe:t>e they should put the

things they had rnade.

With forty-two children in a class-

room built to accomodate thirty-five, there was little or no
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room tor display purposes,

Maria suggested hanging some of

the articles on the wall in the back of the room in the .form
of a Spanish curio and wearing apparel store,

This was read-

ily agl•eed upon and the children hung their rebozos, mantales~

panue1os, blusas, enaguas and other articles on the

wall.

To make the store look more authentic, two of the

boys nailed boards on each side of the wall and across the
back of the room just over the articles on display, they
hung a wide strip of butcher paper which they

prev~ously

colored in red and white striped awning design.
chalk rail at the blackboard served as a counter,

The wide
There,

before the group, was as an effective a cu:rio store display
as could be .found.
To augment the arti<lles, the children brought from
home atJY article made in South Amevica that they could oontri"
bute.

Maria contributed some beautiful pieces of pattery and

embroidery wovk,

The other ¢hildren bvought a large assovt-

ment of things Spanish, and for some time :l.t was doubtful i f
the little shop could house all the stock.
appearance of the

CUl'iO

To make the

st?.nd more true to life, it was given

the title "LA TIEND!TA HISPANA" and a la:t•ge sign bearing those
wovds was attached to the center part of the "awning",
The account above is given to velate not only Maria's
but the whole class t cont:dbution towards a meaningful project.

It was meaningful in that it uevved t;o enrich the
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children's study of South America.

In making the curios,

they were able to put themselves in the position of the
skilled South American workers and artisans and somewhat
experienc.e the meticulous labor and care ·t;hey take to produce a fine hand-made !lrt:l.cle.

The children further en-

riched their leamina; experience by aotually using the
Spanish words tnat they had learned as part of the South
American vooabula:ey to barte:r for merchandise at the
Tiendita.

They learned the value and the rate of exchange

of South American currency.

Best of all, they were able

to "live" the:l.r experience in a "make believe" South America
shop# and thus enrich their undeJ:>standing of Spanish culture.
The social implications of the proJect were early
detected.

Maria was no J.ong¢r that "plump, squaw-f.'<:.ced

Mexican" as she once related to the teacher that she had
been called in her previous school,

She found herself to

be an interested and popular member of' ·the class, not only
:!.'or her worthy contributions on Latin Amer:!,ca, but also for
her athletic p:r•owees.

Her new friends called hiu.> Mary Pat,

and eagerly sought her companionship.

From her thlllY learned

to practice many of the cour·teous traits that the sooial
studies book attributes to the Spanish speaking people.
Maria's parents came to vist'the school at the height
oi'

their daughter's interest in the 'l'iendlta.

They r·ela.ted

that it was their first visit to any publ;J.o school and that

they were very uneasy about coming, but that Maria had
begged them for days to come and had finally ceded to her
barrage o:f' enthusiasm.

The parents further stated that

Maria had never been so interested in school before and
that they were indeed gratified to see the girl take schoolwork home and do her assignments instead of reading movie
magazines.

. CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, RECO!I'JMENDA'l'!ONS AND CONCLUSIONS .

This paper was an attempt to show that the study of
the Spanish cultUX'$ can contribute significantly to the

de~

velopment of better personalities in the c1assroom1 promote
better world understanding, and build better citizens in a
community,
The writer has tried to snow that the State recom"
mended programs for social studies in the fourth and sixth
grades are "made to order", so to speak, for the teaching of
Spanish culture in the elementary schools.

Because of the

modern concept of fitting the !<lstruction to meet the needs
and interests of the child, the Spanish•speaking bow or girl
need no longer find himself or herself in "another world"
while in a predominat•lY Anglo·Amer:t.can school,

'l'he study of

California's and the Southwel!lt's heritage from Mexico and
spain may be, if properly

developed~

made to help curb this

undesirable feeling and promote instead, a wholesome feeling
of doing, sharing, and enJoying.
significant also are the present day trends to teach
comprehensive and functional Spanish phraseology in the
elementary schools.

l

'l'he vocabulary taught should not be
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one Just selected haphazardly.

Ratner, it should be chosen

from the daily life of the child.
A large percentage of the population in the schools
of the Southwestern part of the United States are Spanish
speaking. Many studies have been recently made to help these
children learn to speak and write English.
known studies are those made by Leis,
Sanchez.

5

2

Some of the better
3
4
Gould, Treff, and

All of these are primarily concerned with the

teaching of English to the

Spanish~speaking

child# and the

educational advantages Qfi'ered Mexican-American children in
school,

They are here mentioned to emphasize the fact that

efforts are being made to help the Spanish-speaking child
become a better integrated part of the cosmopolitan American
society.
2

William Ward Leis, "'l'he Status of Education For
Mexican Children In Four Border States," (unpublished Master•s
thesis, University of southern California, Los Angeles, 1932),
3
.
Betty Gould,. "Metnoda of Teaching Mexicans," (un~
published Master's thesis, University of Southern California,
I..<:> a Angeles, 1932) •
4

. Simon L. Treff, ''The Education of Mexican Children
In Orange County," (unpublished Master's tbesis 1 University
of Southe:rn California, Los Angeles, 1934).
5
George I •. Sancbe<l 1 "'rbe Education of Bilinguals In
A State School System," (tm.published PQ.D. dissertation,
University of California, Berkeley, 193$).
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In the fourth and sixth grades 1 however, the Spanish·
speaking Child is confronted with another challenging situation.

It is assumed that he has already learned to speak

and to write English.

It is now his turn to share his

vocabulary and Spanish culture with his English-speaking
c.lassmates.

This is where the soeial studies progra.ma in

grades four and six consisting of a study of the heritage
from Mexico and Spain, provide a bountiful basis tor sharing cultural values.

A good example is found at the close

of Chapter IV in the form of Maria Salazar's enthusiasm to
share her· culture with her English-speaking classmates.
In grades· IV and VI somewhat of a paradox takes
place in :to:reign language instruction. Emphasis is not on
teaChing English to the Spanish-speaking child, although
evidence of this type of learning occur at
on the teaching Spanish to

the

eve~

turn, but

English-speaking child.

The

processes used may be the direct method or the inductive or
incidental method,
The direct teaching of Spanish as a
elementa~

s~bject

in the

schools has been in effect for several years in

some of the schools in Southern California, particularly in
the City and County of Los Angeles, Ca.lito:mia, where the
number of children of Mexican descent is great.
In many schools the incidental teaching of Spanish,
although largely limited to a

rudimenta~

vocabulary, is

taught as an enrichment process in the social studies program in grades IV and VI,

It is on this phase of instruc-

tion that the writer would recommend more emphasis.

The

implications both to the English·speaking child and to the
Spanish-speaking child are obvious.

Latin American child-

ren feel more secure when they are able to express themselves in a language that is native to them,

They get to

feel more of an integral part of the classroom group when
they are asked to 1nterpret certain inscriptions or captions
in say, statues of Latin American heroes,

They take great

delight in translating certain words which are basic in the
vocabulary of a study of Latin America, such as comida
(food),

ropa

(clothe~~

fruta (fruit), abarrotes (vegetables}.

ferrocarril (railroad), and agua (water).

It is no wonder

then, that Spanish-speaking pupils become enthusiastic and
contributing members of fourth and sixth grade social
studies groups.
On the other hand, English-speaking children take
gxoeat delight in learning a "new language", X'Udimentary as
it may be. Their enthusiasm increases when they know the
meaning of some of the Spanish woxods and phrases spoken by
characters in the text and other reference books. Furthermore, they are immensely pleased to be able to say those
words in a foreign language.
The use of

Spanish~speakine;

children as resource
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pe~sons~

then, is not only a wise and effective means of

constructively strenghten:Lng the fourth and sixth grades
prog:ram, but is also a noticeable tneans of bringing about
changed behavior in boys and girls that will help them
grow up f.ree from prejudices and with better understandings
and kinder attitudes towards the Spanish people.
'l'tle need fo.r instruction of Spanish in the eletnentary
school has become so marked that publiShing houses have recently published texts in Spanish suitable !'or elementary
school children.

One of these series entitled "Amigos

Panamericanos" (Pan-American Friends) is published by The
6
Steck Company of Austin, Texas.
Libro Uno (Book One) is
entitled "Juan y Maria" (John and Mary).

It is a delight-

ful pritner which, typical of primersin English, starts with
a picture of a boy.
John).

:By

him are the words "Soy Juan" (I am

The opposite page sh¢ws a picture of a girl.

She

is identified as "Soy Maria" (I am Mary).,
Other pritners in this series are Li'bro Dos -- "Juan
y Maria"; Libro Tras -- "Juan y Maria En

La

Escuela"; Libro

Cuatro -- "Juan y Maria En Los Estados Unidos"; Libro Cinco
-- ''Juan y Maria en t-ieJicou.

It is not the purpose here to

delve into the content of these primers but to show the
6
Lois Hale and Reuby s. Rhodes, Amigos Panamericanos
Series. Austin1 Te~as; The Steck Company, 1§56.
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simplicity and similarity to English primers.

The interest-

ing and picturesque po.rtrayal of characters and scenes followed by simple captions appeal to the imagination of children. Boys and girls enjoy l$arning simple Spanish words and
sentences and will invariably want to learn to communicate
in Spanish.

This desire to .learn to speak the language of

one•a neighbor opens the doors to understanding other peoples
and other cultures.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is the belief of the writer that schools, particularly those in the Southwest, have made significant progress in recent years to help the Spanish-speaking child
become an integrated part of his group in the classroom.
The results have been most gratifying and fruitful, not only
to the Spanish-speaking child himself, but also to his classmates and teachers.

The overall sharing of cultures has

helped to improve attitudes 1 appreciations,. understandings,
and a concern for all fellowmen.

But there is yet much to

be done.
The recommendation$ given here are merely to emphasize certain characteristics of Spanish-speaking children
and thereby help teachers and those interested in the
spreading of world culture and understanding; to help these
children find a place for themselves in an American environ-
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ment.
It is the belief of the writer that the first need
of the Spanish child is that of acceptance,

The

Spanish~

speaking child in an American school is px•edominatly a shy
one. The reason is obvious 1 particularly so if the Child
is a first-generation Spanish-American boy or girl.

The

language spoken at home is invariably Spanish and in most
instances, the onlif oc.casion a child has to hear English
words i.s when he comes in contact with English speaking
youngsters.

Not being able to communicate in English, be

soon 'becomes a quiet youngster, reticent to malte any overtures.

If he doesn•t say anything1 he is not considered

vecy 'brign·c.

If he does att¢mp't:; to speak Engl;J.sh, his

Spanish accent soon is detected and

children~

not always

'being vecy cc;lns:tderate, soon stamp hilll as "That foreigner!
What is he doing here 1 ani(Way? • , • I don't want to play
with him."
In a CO!Il!llOn situation or thiS type, the attitude of
the teacher is of particular illlportance. He must be kind,
considerate and understanding.

The whole schoolroom situa-

tion must 'be conducive t;o the feeling of ease and happiness
to insure :ready response apd an acceptable social Judgment.
Utmost care must be exercised during the first days to nave
the child feel the teacher's interest in him and the tea.cne:r's
recognition of the child's difficulties and accoroplishments.
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This type of understanding :l.s recommended for Spaniahspeak:l.ng ob:l.ldren of all grade levels as

~;~pyness

:La a

difficult feeling to shed, but one that can be easily
as~>uaged

by

the feeling or understanding and acceptance .•

A cond:l.tion closely associated with, and conducive
to shyness is a not too whol,esome home environment as a
result of below average euonom:l.o conditions.

Spanish

parents do not easily get hl'l.gh paying Jobs; it may be because
of lack of skillet but mainly because of their difficulty
to communicate in English.

As a I'esult boys and g:l.rls of

Spanian descent are not always the best dressed nor the
best nourished.

A discussion in the classroom of the

seven basic foods may seem interesting to them but also
and not readily accessible.

foreign~

Here again the teacher

must feel a humanitarian concern foJ;> these youngsters and
help tbem to become more lea:med members of the AJnerican
way or life.
One of the greatest needs in the world today is for
all peoples, especially the more fortunate, to practice and
live to the Golden Rule.
and treat

otbers~

What is, in tbis case, to accept

no matter what their race, creed, or color,

as they would accept, do t:or, and treat tbeir best friend.
Cbild:ren can be unknowingly cruel in tbe treatment
ot' their peers, but they, often better than adults, can be

taught the qualities of kindness, acceptance, and understanding.
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The foreign child in a classroom, if he comes of low income
bracket, or below average living standards, or has dark
skin, usually has a serious problem to be acceptable and
accepted by his classmates.

A s·tudy of the Spanish culture

with skillful, incidental, but planned reference to other
cultures, can benefit the Anglo-American child immeasurably.
The writer recommends a more definite program of Spanish
language instruction in all california elementaey school
programs, for language understanding is the prime basis for
all other

understanding~.

Motivation can play a large and important part in
helping Spanish"speaking children feel confidence in themselves,

These 'boys and girls are, as a rule, happy and

creative.

By

utilizing their interests, vitatlity and

meaning can be given to. their educational endeavor.

CONCLUSION
The wr:tter haa found. it most gratifying to be a part
of the large entourage of teachers and sohool administrators
who have had some part in tmparting Spanish culture through
the fourth and sixth grades social studies program in Calif·
ornia.

Ad.vantagebas been taken of

eve~

opportunity to em-

phasize the feeling and attitude of "We are all Americans",
"We muat underatand our neighbors", and "We live in a ahrink·
ing world made about by faster and better means of communi-
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cation and t;ranspo:r•ation, better unde:t>standing ot our
neighbo:t>s'language and feelings".
In conclusion an appeal is made to all teache:t>s to
emvhasize the appreciation of one culture -- our .AmeJ:>ioan
heritage from all the oulturEHl that make up our American way
of life,

Children must be helped at an early age to develop

attitudes, appreciations, Ullderstandings, and a concern for
their neighbors.

Thus they will become aware of the great

network of interdependence which must bind this modern world
together if it is to survive.

The study of the Spanish

culture can contribute significantly to

th~

development of

these attitudes in the classroom and in the community.

------------
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